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Figure 1: Quick line drawings with hatching or vector art frequently use a few discrete levels of tone or shading to convey smooth
3D shape (a). Artists use our tool to trace isophotes that separate discrete levels; our algorithm estimates smooth surface normals
across the entire drawn objects. The normals along isophotes are interpolated to exhibit minimal variation and match viewer
expectation (b). The resulting 3D normal fields (c) allow users to create 3D presentation renderings of objects using a variety of
shading styles and lighting (d).
Abstract
We introduce an interactive modeling tool for designing a smooth 3D normal field from the isophotes of a discretely
shaded 2D image. Block or cartoon shading is a visual style in which artists depict a smoothly shaded 3D object
using a small number of discrete brightness values, manifested as regions or bands of constant color. In our
approach, artists trace isophotes, or curves of constant brightness, along the boundaries between constant color
bands. Our algorithm first estimates light directions and computes 3D normals along the object silhouette and
at intersections between isophotes from different light sources. We then propagate these 3D normals smoothly
along isophotes, and subsequently throughout the interior of the shape. We describe our user interface for editing
isophotes and correcting unintended normals produced by our algorithm. We validate our approach with a
perceptual experiment and comparisons to ground truth data. Finally, we present a set of 3D renderings created
using our interface.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM
CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graph-

1. Introduction

ics and Realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and texture;
I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques—
Interaction techniques

Cartoon or toon shading is a visual style for computergenerated artwork that portrays the brightness of a shaded
surface by binning or discretizing the brightness values into
a small number of bins (Figure 2). The smooth brightness
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shading values, and light directions. Light directions that best
fit the shading values and 3D normals at silhouette/isophote
intersection points can be automatically computed. 3D rendered results based on the surface normals computed by our
inverse toon shading algorithm can be evaluated by the artist
and undesirable normals interactively corrected.
Our algorithm (Section 5) begins by computing welldefined 3D normals along the silhouette and at intersections
between isophotes from different lights. (Isophotes from
the same light direction do not typically intersect.) We then
smoothly propagate these 3D normals along the 2D isophotes,
and further refine the normals along iteratively estimated 3D
isophotes. Finally, we diffuse the normals throughout the
interior of the shape.

Figure 2: Motivational imagery includes drawings with discrete hatching, cartoon shaded and posterized art.
value at a point on a Lambertian surface with normal n and
light direction l can be computed as k = max(n · l, 0). In toon
shading, k is rounded to one of b bins: bbk + 21 c. Toon shading is so-called because it resembles hand-drawn cartoons.
2D artists employ toon-style shading, or other forms of discrete tone shading such as hatching [GM97], or blocking
large areas of light and shade [Edw99], as an effective way
to quickly convey 3D relief information (Figure 2). While
discretely shaded line drawings are compelling in their own
right, artists often refine them into smooth-shaded realistic
imagery called presentation renderings, when communicating their designs [ES08, Pow94]. Creating these smooth 3D
renderings, often using a variety of colors, materials and lighting is tedious, labor intensive and error prone. Inspired by
CrossShade [SBSS12], which addresses the presentation rendering problem for cross-sectional line drawings, we present
an interactive modeling tool to assist artists with inverse toon
shading.
Inverse toon shading is the transformation of a discreteor toon-shaded image into a smooth 3D normal field that
matches the discrete shading and is consistent with viewer expectations (Figure 1). As this is a severely underconstrained
problem, our aim is to create plausible normal fields with
minimal but necessary user input. We thus take as input the
2D silhouette of a smooth object along with one or more
toon-shadings of the interior, each illuminated by a different directional light source (Figure 1(a)). Each toon shading
is interpreted as a set of isophote curves (the iso-luminant
boundary curves between toon-shaded bins) sharing the same
light direction (Figure 1(b)). Artists pick light directions and
draw isophote shapes, where the 2D isophote is indicative of
its 3D shape and the 3D surface normals change smoothly
along the isophotes with minimal variation [Pow94].
Our 2D drawing interface (Section 4) provides artists with
functionality for creating and editing silhouettes, isophotes,

We perform two perceptual studies (Section 6) to measure
the following: (I) consistency and accuracy of viewers’ perceived surface normals along isophotes taken from ground
truth 3D data, and (II) artists’ ability to draw isophotes. Our algorithm produces results comparable to viewers of the above
study, validating our approach. We evaluate our interface with
user testers and by creating a set of plausible 3D renderings
created using our interface (Section 7). We conclude with a
summary of our technique’s limitations (Section 8).
Our chief contribution is formulating the novel problem of
inverse toon shading, to which we present a plausible, interactive modeling solution: specifically, we develop an interactive
tool for drawing and shading silhouettes and isophotes, that
guides artists towards geometrically valid input; an algorithm
that computes a smooth 3D normal field to match the toon
shaded input; and perceptual studies that measures humans’
ability to perceive smooth surface normals along isophotes
and draw accurate isophotes.
2. Related Work
Presentation rendering of sketches Concept or gesture
sketches are quick line drawings with discrete shading cues,
widely used to rapidly explore ideas, that are then refined and
shaded for presentation to the client [Pow94, ES08]. While
a finalized concept will indeed be turned into a 3D model
for further processing, working directly with sketches facilitates rapid design iteration. Designers commonly use painting
tools such as Adobe Photoshop to shade their sketches. Fast
colorization and shading tools propagate scribbles [SDC09]
or diffuse color and shading using a few vector primitives [OBW∗ 08, FSH11]. Despite these advances, painting
convincing 3D-like shading requires extraordinary skill and
time. Instead, like Lumo [Joh02], CrossShade [SBSS12], we
go a step further: computing a 3D normal field from a 2D silhouette and a few other curves and constraints. Lumo and its
extensions [WOBT09, SKv∗ 14], based on silhouettes and internal contours, are well suited to amorphous organic shapes.
CrossShade, in contrast, is based on shape cross-sections,
ideal for structured man-made objects. Our work is complementary to these systems in spirit but based on isophotes
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and shading, which can be used to depict a mix of organic
and man-made forms (Figures 1, 13, 14). Several interfaces
for specifying normal maps [ZDPSS02, OZM∗ 06, WTBS07]
have also been proposed. In our tool, users specify the brightness of each isophote, which is a single value rather than a
smoothly changing 3D direction. Like CrossShade, however,
our method builds upon the traditional sketching workflow by
using discrete tone shading commonly employed by artists.
Shape from Shading and Sketching 3D models A wellstudied and challenging Computer Vision problem concerns
the recovery of a height field from a 2D image of an object
(see [DFS08] for a survey). Shape from shading approaches
make this problem tractable by assuming that the image contains only luminance information from a single light source,
and that the object is Lambertian (perfectly diffuse). The
related problem, when images from multiple illumination directions are provided, is called Photometric Stereo [Woo80].
While our problem input also comprises shading information from one or more light directions, shape from shading approaches are largely inapplicable as our input is very
sparse (luminance along a few isophotes) and contains inevitable sketching inaccuracy. The goal of 3D rendering a
sketch is also disparate from height field or 3D model reconstruction. In the former, the 2D sketched curves are preserved and any geometric inaccuracies are absorbed into the
3D normal field, whereas in the latter the 3D output must
typically deviate from the 2D sketch to be geometrically
precise [XCS∗ 14]. Our problem shares the general goal of
inflating a flat 2D curve with sketch-, image-, projection, or silhouette-based approaches to creating 3D models
[ZDPSS02,JC08,Cre12,IMT99,EKJ07,TZ09,KC06,GIZ09].
3D sketch modeling research has also noted the use of shading as a handle for editing a 3D shape by editing its smooth
shading [GZ08]; their approach requires a pre-existing 3D
shape and is not designed to create one purely from shading.
Isophotes and Reflection Lines Fair surface design often
employs isophotes and reflection lines [The01] to directly
visualize the continuity of the surface gradient [Poe84]. Deslandes and Bonner [DB04] describe an approach for exactly
specifying reflection lines by modifying an existing 3D shape.
Loos et al. [LGS99] create a surface (height field) from desired illumination gradients defined everywhere on the surface (equivalent to specifying isophote spacing). Tosun et
al. [TGRZ07] present a real-time solution to a variant of
this problem, in which an initial surface is modified. These
illumination-gradient approaches allow control over the spacing and direction of isophotes, whereas our setting takes as
input a sparse set of 2D projections of isophotes, without
knowledge of the illumination gradient.
Toon shading and NPR There is a large body of work in
non-photorealistic rendering [GG01] that addresses the inverse of our problem: producing discrete or toon shaded
imagery in a variety of artistic styles, even using isophote inc The Eurographics Association 2015.
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Figure 3: A normal cone is formed by iso-luminant surface
normals at a constant angle to the light.
formation [GVH07], from a 3D scene or realistically shaded
image.
3. Definitions and Model Assumptions
In toon shading or discrete tone shading, the surface illumination value is rounded to a discrete set of values. The boundary curves between bands of similar shading are isophotes.
Without loss of generality, we pick the isophote value to be
the average tone of its two adjacent bands. Assuming diffuse (Lambertian) illumination from a light direction l, every
isophote is a curve along which the surface normal n satisfies
the equation n · l = k, where k is the constant tonal value.
For a fixed l and k, the set of satisfying normal vectors n
sweep out a cone around l, which we call the normal-cone
(Figure 3). All 3D surface normals along the isophote lie on
the normal-cone and can by parameterized by an angle value
t ∈ [0, 2π) that sweeps a circle around the cone.
We use x, y to denote the image plane with positive z pointing out of the plane. We also make several simplifying assumptions:
• The 3D shapes are smooth (at least tangent continuous).
• The light sources are directional and the shapes front-lit:
lz ≥ 0.
• Shading is due to Lambertian reflection. In other words,
there are no specular highlights. A specular hot-spot in 2D
precisely defines a surface normal for a given view and
light, and is easily incorporated into our approach. There
are also no cast shadows present in the toon-shaded images; the shading only defines form shadows [Edw99]. We
ignore highlights and cast shadows to avoid the complexity
of separating the Lambertian component from the overall
surface illumination.
• There are no occluding contours. All surface normals in
the interior of the silhouette have strictly positive z components. Technically, surface normals on the occluding side
of an internal contour are well-defined and normals on the
occluded side can be handled by free-boundary diffusion.
Internal contours, however, often cast shadows locally on
the shape, violating our previous assumption.
• Sketched 2D isophote shapes are descriptive of their 3D
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geometry: they are not drawn from a degenerate view; in
3D, each isophote is as close to a planar curve as possible;
and surface normals vary smoothly with fairness along the
isophotes.

well-defined normals
silhouettes
intersecting isophotes
artist-defined normals

diffuse & project
3D normal field

isophote normals
2D arc-length interpolation
2D ellipse fitting

iterative isophote
normal refinement

3D arc-length interpolation

Figure 5: Stages of the 3D Normal Field Algorithm.
4. Artist Workflow

5. 3D Normal Field Algorithm

Our interface (see accompanying video) is essentially a 2D
curve drawing and editing program. Artists begin by drawing
a 2D silhouette. They may then manually adjust a light source
using a light-sphere widget (top-right in Figure 4(a-d)) or
simply begin drawing isophotes.

Our algorithm proceeds in four stages as shown by the green
path in Figure 5. The alternate paths suggest that intermediate
steps could be considered optional. However, we find empirically that this sequence of all four stages provides the best
results overall. Our proposed algorithm is thus: compute welldefined normals, interpolate normals along isophotes based
on 2D arc-length, iteratively re-interpolate normals based on
3D isophote arc-length, and iteratively diffuse normals into
the interior and project normals along isophotes back to the
normal-cones.

Estimating the light direction: A single isophote intersecting the silhouette is sufficient to define the direction of the
light. Surface normals at the isophote/silhouette intersections
are well-defined 2D silhouette normals, n0 = hn0x , n0y , 0i,
n1 = hn1x , n1y , 0i (Figure 3 (right)); for distinct unit normals
with the same illumination value k, n0 · l = n1 · l = k implies
that the light direction l in xy must be ±(n0 + n1 ). In 3D,
l = hn0x + n1x , n0y + n1y , zi, normalized. For a given non-zero
isophote
p value k, n · l = k results in the quadratic equation
z = ± (1 + n0 · n1 )2 /k2 − 2(1 + n0 · n1 ). An average light
direction can similarly be computed given multiple isophotes
that intersect the silhouette. For isophotes with illumination
value k = 0, n0 = −n1 so only the 2D direction of the light is
fixed. At least one isophotes with non-zero k value is needed
to define a 3D light direction.
Interaction: Once a light direction l has been estimated or
manually defined and an isophote value k specified, our interface highlights points along the silhouette (in yellow) where
the desired isophote value is achieved (n · l = k) to guide the
drawing process towards consistent input (Figure 4(a),(c)).
If the silhouette, light direction, or
k
k’
isophote value is subsequently edited,
the isophote is affinely transformed on
l
the 2D drawing, so that the two old
isophote-silhouette intersection points
map to new isophote-silhouette intersections (as shown inset where the isophote value is changed
from k to k0 ). The 3D normals along drawn isophotes can be
viewed interactively and corrected smoothly at any point using a red gauge figure [KDK92], constrained to rotate around
the normal-cone (Figure 4(b)). Multiple toon images drawn
from different light directions further help constrain our problem (Figure 4(c)). Where isophotes from different light directions intersect, the surface normal is one of two intersection directions of the two normal-cones (if they intersect).
Intersecting isophotes with non-intersecting normal-cones
are visualized as inconsistent. The 3D normal map from the
current toon shaded input can be computed at any time and
evaluated using 3D shading under interactive lighting (Figure 4(d)). Additional isophotes from the current 3D normal
map can also be extracted and subsequently edited.

5.1. Well-Defined Normals
The 3D surface normals along the silhouette of a smooth
shape as shown in (Figure 3(right)) are n = hnx , ny , 0i, where
hnx , ny i is the 2D silhouette normal. Where isophotes from
different light directions l1 , l2 intersect, the surface normal
n is one of two intersection directions of the two normalcones obtained as the solution to a quadratic equation from
n · l1 = k1 , n · l2 = k2 and knk = 1. Assuming the isophotes
are consistent and a solution exists, our desired normal n must
have nz > 0. If only one of the two normals has nz > 0 (both
nz cannot be negative since we assume front lighting), we
select it as a normal constraint. If there are two normals with
nz > 0, we select the normal that is closer (the one with larger
dot product) to the currently estimated surface normal, and
re-run the algorithm with the normal constraint. If the normal
cones do not intersect, we ask the user for input adjustment.
5.2. Estimating Normals Along Isophotes
With the aim of producing smoothly varying normals with
global fairness along isophote curves, we consider two alternatives. The first is a linear interpolation of the cone-angle
along an isophote between two known normals, which ensures minimally varying normals along the isophote. The
second is a reconstruction of isophotes in 3D as piecewise
line segments and circular arcs, producing fair isophotes of
minimally varying curvature.
2D arc-length based cone-angle interpolation As shown
in Figure 3, surface normals along an isophote between two
known normals n0 and n1 , are minimally interpolated by linearly interpolating the cone angle t, between t0 and t1 . We divide each isophote into segments between normals computed
in Section 5.1, and perform piecewise linear interpolation.
Interpolation of t is circular and can take place around one
c The Eurographics Association 2015.
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(a) isophote drawing

(b) 3D normal evaluation

(c) isophotes from light #2

(d) 3D shading

Figure 4: Workflow snapshots: isophote drawing is guided by yellow regions where isophotes with a desired luminance value
should intersect the silhouette (a); 3D normals along the isophote can be interactively viewed and corrected using the red gauge
(b); isophotes from new light directions can be defined (c); and the normal field evaluated by shading (d).

of two directions between t0 and t1 . Note that while n0z and
n1z for any two known normals are non-negative, there may
be a segment of t values where the cone-angle normals n are
back-facing (nz < 0). If such a segment exists, we pick the
interpolation direction where the cone-angle remains positive,
or else we pick the direction with the smaller interpolation
angle. While this approach works well for simple isophote
shapes, it is unacceptable for complex isophotes as shown in
Figure 6. As the 2D isophote is indicative of its 3D shape, it
is reasonable to expect that, relative to convex segments, the
surface normal in flat and concave regions of the 2D isophote,
will stay constant and reverse interpolation direction, respectively.
We thus further segment the 2D isophote segment into
convex, flat and concave regions (Figure 6). Let there be m
such segments S0 , . . . , Sm . Let the 2D turning angle between
the 2D tangent at the start and end of the i-th segment be
φi . If ∆t is the overall change in cone-angle, we define the
cone-angle change for the i-th segment δti as δti = ∑φmi ∆tφi . By
0
definition of φi , δti will now be zero for flat segments and
of opposite sign for convex and concave segments. Within
each segment Si , δti is still linearly interpolated by 2D arclength, as the relationship between 2D and 3D curvature is
not necessarily proportional due to foreshortening.
There are still two issues with the above formulation that
need to be resolved. One, the above formulation is unstable when the overall start and end tangent for the isophote
segment are near equal ∑m
0 φi ≈ 0. Barring straight lines
isophotes with constant surface normal, we rarely encounter
this scenario in practice and handle it by asking the user to
specify a normal within the segment, breaking it into two
well-defined segments. Two, the cone-angle interpolation is
no longer guaranteed to lie within ∆t (due to direction reversal in concave regions) and can result in backfacing normals.
Let the isophote attain its most negative normal after the i-th
segment Si at a t value tmin , i.e. tmin = t0 + ∑i0 δti . Let its
adjacent t value where the normal is in the viewplane nz = 0
be tsil . We can compute new scaled interpolation angles for
c The Eurographics Association 2015.
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Figure 6: Cone-angle interpolation stops in flat green segments of an isophote and reverses direction in concave blue
regions.
sil −t0
segment from 0 . . . i to be δti ttmin
−t0 , and for segments from
t1 −tsil
i + 1 . . . m to be δti t1 −tmin . It is straightforward to verify that
the cone-angle now interpolates from t0 to tsil at the end of
segment Si , and from tsil to t1 and the end of segment Sm ,
with strictly front-facing normals.

For closed interior isophotes, we require that they be intersected by at least one isophote from a different light, so that
it may be segmented by at least two well-defined normals.
Elliptical arc fitting We are motivated by the desire to fit
simple 3D surface primitives whose isophotes would match
the drawn isophotes. Unfortunately even the isophotes of
simple 3D ellipsoids are generally non-planar curves called
spherical cyclic curves. We thus pick a line and a circle, the
simplest 3D isophotes that we can reconstruct from their
drawn 2D projections. If we assume a 2D straight line is a
straight line in 3D [XCS∗ 14], the isophote segment lies on a
ruled surface with constant surface normal.
Let us model a circular arc in object space as
(0, cos(a), sin(a)) for some range [a0 , a1 ]. (In object space,
the circle lies on a plane perpendicular to the X axis.) The
hx,cos(a),sin(a)i
√
surface normal for a ribbon around this arc is
,
1+x2
for some x. The above circular arc becomes an ellipse in the
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xy image plane as a result of rotation Ry (u) by angle u about
Y and Rz (v) by v about Z. The aspect ratio of this ellipse is
now sin(u), and the angle of its minor axis to the X-axis is
v. Given any 2D elliptic arc, we can determine its transformation M = (Rz (v)Ry (u))−1 from image to the object space
of the circular arc from u and v. We can thus transform the
light l from image to object space l 0 = Ml. In object
√ space
the isophote equation is xlx0 + cos(a)ly0 + sin(a)lz0 = k 1 + x2 ,
where k is the isophote value, and x can be solved as a
quadratic equation whose roots are functions of the circulararc parameter a. If there are no solutions, we snap to the
solution for the closest k value, and project this solution normal back to the desired normal-cone. As a sanity check, when
the light direction is perpendicular to the circular arc, x is
a constant function of k and the ribbon around the circular
isophote is locally cone shaped.
For each convex and concave isophote segment, we fit
a minimal number of 2D ellipses given an error tolerance
(3 pixels in our implementation) [HF98]. For each ellipse,
which we assume to be the projection of a circle, there are
4 possible circle plane normals (2 tilt directions for angle
v, and convex or concave normals). Segments that intersect
the silhouette are convex by virtue of a smooth 3D shape
and have two choices. Additional criteria are: the normal at
the shared point between adjacent segments should match;
the normals within each segment should vary smoothly; the
normals have positive z components. We define a fitness
metric for any combination to be the overall sum of absolute
differences between cone-angle t at the common point of
adjacent segments, sum of the standard deviation of coneangle t within each segment, and the percent of normals with
negative z components. We permute all 2 · 2 · 4#segments−2
possible combinations and pick the fittest.

5.3. Iterative 3D arc-length based interpolation
The 2D arc-length based interpolation of Section 5.2 ignores
foreshortening effects. As a result, normals along the 3D circular isophote of a sphere, would turn quickly near the silhouette and appear flat in the interior, as dictated by the arc length
of a 2D ellipse. Alternatively, the ellipse fitting algorithm has
discontinuities at segment junctions. We improve these estimated normals by iteratively estimating a 3D isophote. An
estimated surface normal n along an isophote is perpendicn t +n t
ular to its 3D isophote tangent htx ,ty ,tz i, as tz = − x xnz y y ,
where htx ,ty i is the known 2D isophote tangent. Given surface normals along an isophote, we compute 3D tangents as
just described. Near silhouettes and where nz < ε (we use
ε = 0.004), we compute tz using l’Hospital’s formula and
∆(n tx +ny ty )
finite differences, i.e. tz = − x ∆n
. We then smooth tz
z
minimally by neighbor averaging (strength 0.3), recompute
normals using the equations n · t = 0, n · l = k, knk = 1, and
repeat the process for a fixed number of iterations or until the
normals converge.

Figure 7: Ellipse fitting and 2D arc-length based cone-angle
interpolation produce complementary results.
5.4. Diffuse and Project across the Shape
We treat the interior of the shape as a 3D normal field
R2 → R3 . The known hnx , ny , nz i values for normals on the
silhouette and at isophote intersections are boundary constraints for a diffusion process. Estimated normals along
isophotes, and user provided additional normals, are included
as soft constraints. After diffusion, the computed normals
along isophotes may have deviated from the normal cone.
We project them onto the normal cone and update the soft
constraints to the new normals. We repeat these diffuse and
project steps until convergence. Unlike our previous steps, the
diffuse-and-project method does not rely on specific shape
properties of isophotes.
We presented two approaches in Section 5.2 for initial surface normal estimation along isophotes. While we generally
promote 2D arc-length based interpolation for its robust simplicity, ellipse fitting has the advantage that it does not require
any known normals along the isophote. It is thus applicable to
closed and isolated isophotes for which there are no normals
to be interpolated. It also complements 2D arc-length based
interpolation by implicitly handling view foreshortening. Figure 7 marks regions where one approach tends to perform
better than the other.
As Figure 5 suggests, one could skip normal estimation
along isophotes (Sections 5.2 and 5.3) altogether and simply
diffuse well-defined normals throughout the shape, projecting the diffused isophote normals onto their normal-cone.
Theoretically, we expect poorer results as this process will
result in smooth normals along isophotes, but ones that might
lack fairness, oscillating back and forth arbitrarily around the
normal-cone. We do indeed observe this behaviour in practice,
as shown in Figure 9, where we further see the positive impact of both isophote normal estimation stages (Sections 5.2
and 5.3) on the construction of 3D normal fields.
c The Eurographics Association 2015.
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2d
sphere
ellipsoid1
ellipsoid2
torus
trebol
drop

md.
6.51
6.33
6.29
7
7.21
7.09

std.
4.55
5.41
4.05
5.3
9.21
7.48

2d + 3d
md.
std.
4.94 3.35
5.76 4.11
5.51 3.38
6.06 5.09
7.04 9.57
6.1
6.95

ellipse fitting
md.
std.
4.99
3.4
6.71
6.34
6.28
5.19
7.9
12.97
8.15 11.63
6.27
4.92

ellipse + 3d
md.
std.
4.94
3.35
6.6
6.35
5.84
3.81
6.27 12.31
7.39
9.69
5.93
4.56

diffuse only
md.
std.
8.85
5.44
8.52
5.5
14.11 14.52
7.6
5.05
7.7
5.73
7.27
5.7

2d + 3d + diffuse

md.
4.9
5.3
5.46
5.97
6.4
5.86

std.
3.24
3.45
3.3
4.89
4.63
5.1

Table 1: Summary of our experiments comparing each step
of our surface normal estimation algorithm to ground truth.
The median (md.) and standard deviation (std.) are shown. A
visual summary can be found in Figure 9.
6. Validation
Algorithm Evaluation Figure 9 shows the impact of each
stage of the algorithm in Section 5 on the reconstruction
error of ground truth 3D data. Along each isophote, we measured the angular error with respect to ground truth (Table
1). We evaluated both isophote normal estimation algorithms
(Section 5.2) by themselves, and combined with our iterative
refinement stage (Section 5.3). In isolation, 2D arc-length
based interpolation performed comparably to ellipse fitting.
Iterative 3D refinement decreased the median error for both
approaches, but more significantly for 2D interpolation (correcting foreshortening errors). Our diffuse-and-project algorithm for propagating normals through the shape produces
poor results in isolation, typically worse than our isophote
normal estimation algorithms without 3D refinement. Combining the stages of 2D arc-length interpolations, 3D refinement and diffuse-and-project produced the lowest median
error of ≈ 5.5◦ .

Figure 9: Impact of algorithm stages on shapes shown in
Figure 12. We measure angular error along isophotes with
respect to ground truth normals. A numerical summary is
shown in Table 1.

Figure 10 shows our algorithm to be robust to the incremental addition and removal of isophotes, with predictable
changes in the resulting 3D normal field.
Perceptual Study I We carried out the first perceptual study
to answer the following three questions about toon shaded
images:
Q1 Do humans perceive isophote normals consistently?
Q2 Are humans accurate (consistent with ground truth)?
Q3 Is our algorithm’s accuracy comparable to humans?
Our subject pool consisted of 11 artists and 9 nonartists/non-designers, all with some CG background. Participants were shown a description of toon shading and then completed a series of 52 gauge figure orientation tasks [KDK92]
over toon shaded objects. Gauge figures were always placed
on the isophote between two discrete tones. The first 26 gauge
figures were shown in isolation with only two tonal bands

Removing Isophotes

Adding Isophotes

Figure 10: Impact of isophote addition and removal on the
3D shaded result.
adjacent to the isophote. The entire object was shown for the
last 26 gauge figures. The first and second half of each group
of 26 gauge figures were either (randomly) freely orientable
or constrained to lie on the normal-cone. The constrained scenario, giving participants one degree of freedom, corresponds
to our algorithm’s constrained solution space. The unconstrained scenario allows us to compare our study’s results to
previous gauge figure experiments. Table 2 summarizes our
results. Our automatic approach for estimating normals along
isophotes substantially outperformed humans (Table 1 and
2).
Findings:

Figure 8: First perceptual study results. Red: user placed
normals. Green: ground truth normals.
c The Eurographics Association 2015.

• Human perception of isophote normals are more consistent
with each other than accurate to ground truth. Humans have
a tendency to orient the surface normal perpendicular to the
isophote curve in 2D. In many cases the spread of gauges
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Pers. Cons.
Acc.
intra
inter
user/GT
user
user
Complete (constrained movement)
median
7.1
8.2
16.4
mean
10.1
14.1
20.2
std. dev.
16.3
17.1
16.8
samples
98
1616
314
Complete (free movement)
median
9.3
16
19.5
mean
10.5
19.7
22.3
std. dev.
15.3
16.1
16.2
samples
186
6260
628
Partial (constrained movement)
median
7.2
8.2
17.3
mean
11.4
15.4
23.5
std. dev.
17.5
21.5
20.7
samples
103
1681
333
Partial (free movement)
median
7.6
18.3
23.5
mean
11.9
24.1
27.1
std. dev.
18.3
20.8
19.6
samples
205
6580
665

Acc.
user/GT
- outliers

Cons.
user/algo

Acc.
algo/GT

15
17.9
13.5
299

14.5
15.6
13.4
314

5.6
5.8
4.2
65

18.8
20.1
12.9
597

19.1
21.2
16.1
628

16
20.5
15.8
317

15.9
20.2
19.8
333

22.3
24.4
15.6
632

21.2
24.3
15.1
665

Table 2: Summary of our validation data. (Left to right) persistence same user, consistency between users, accuracy with
respect to ground truth (GT), accuracy with worst 5% of
errors removed, consistency with respect to our solution, accuracy of our solution with respect to ground truth.
is not centered around the ground truth normal, but biased
towards the 2D curve’s normal direction (Fig. 8 (a–c)).
• Human accuracy at the crest shadow (tone value k = 0)
is significantly higher than isophotes with lighter values.
The average median error of all k = 0 test cases is 14◦ , and
20.3◦ for other values. For non-extreme light directions,
the crest shadow’s shape is closest to the silhouette, where
the 2D shape is indeed representative of the 3D normal.
Human consistency with our algorithmic result is higher
than with ground truth. Our assumptions are based on
human perception that the 2D isophote shape is indicative
of the local 3d geometry.
• Isophotes are ambiguous when the complete shape is not
shown (Fig. 8 (d),(e)).
• Human consistency and accuracy is better when the gauge
is constrained to lie on the normal-cone. The artist pool
reported ≈ 2◦ better consistency and accuracy than nonartists.
Perceptual Study II We carried out
a second study to assess artists’ ability to draw isophotes consistently and
accurately. Our subject pool consisted
of 5 artists. Participants were shown 4
Lambertian shaded shapes and then asked to draw 3 isophotes
(k = 0, 0.5, and 0.7) for each shape. The starting point of each
isophote was marked as a red dot on the silhouette. The results
of this study are summarized in Figure 11.
Findings:
• Artists have a good understanding of isophote properties when presented with toon-shaded examples. All user-

Figure 11: Second perceptual study results. Top row: artistdrawn isophotes. Bottom row: ground truth isophotes.
Isophotes of value k = 0, 0.5, and 0.7 are shown in red, orange, and yellow, respectively.
drawn isophotes from a single light source are continuous
and non-intersecting.
• Artist-drawn isophotes are highly consistent at the crest
shadow (k = 0) and less consistent at other k values. This
observation matches the result from Perceptual Study I.
For more complicated shapes (Fig. 11 (d)), artist consistency is significantly lower.
• Artist-drawn isophotes are distributed closely to the ground
truth. However, most drawn isophotes match a k value
higher than the assigned value. This is in line with Perceptual Study I, which found that humans overestimate
k.
• When an isophote approaches the silhouette, its tangent
starts to follow the tangent of the silhouette. The more
perpendicular the light direction is to the image plane, the
longer the segment of isophote drawn this way.
7. Results
Implementation Details Our prototype was implemented
on a Intel Core i7 2.3 GHz processor with 8 GB RAM. The
interface canvas resolution is 700 by 700 pixels. Typical
time for normal estimation by 2D interpolation is negligible.
Ellipse fitting takes on the order of 6 seconds. 3D refinement
takes 1 sec (75 iterations) and diffusion takes approximately
2 minutes (5 iterations).
User testers We created a variety of smooth shaded objects
with our interface, from simple (Figure 12) to complex (Figures 1, 13, and 14). The results were produced by an author and two experienced artists (non-authors) (Phone, Purse,
Head and Horse). Results took between 10 minutes (Pear)
and 2 hours (Horse) to create (typically 20 minutes), including time spent learning the interface. Users reported being
somewhat uncertain about which luminance value to choose
for isophotes and suggested that our interface’s “sample illumination sphere” (Figure 4) be shown with toon shading.
Notably, users reported being more confident closer to the 0
luminance value, consistent with our perceptual study.
Importantly, our interface is predictable. Adding (or removc The Eurographics Association 2015.
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ing; and, when drawing isophotes, our interface could show
an isophote on the light-sphere widget with the same brightness as the currently selected one. To allow users to rapidly
iterate on their corrections, our interface could display a lowresolution normal field quickly, and solve for a full resolution
normal field less frequently. Finally, we could give users control over weights in the diffusion step of our algorithm, via a
marking tool to highlight important portions of isophotes.

8. Conclusion

Figure 12: Smooth shading for simple shapes computed with
our approach.

Duck
Ant

Fruit

Phone

(a) Toon-shaded input

(b) 3D normal field

(c) 3D rendering

For a variety of shapes, smooth 3D normal fields can be
quickly created from a toon shaded, or discrete tone image,
or even de novo. Drawing sparse isophotes is far easier than
meticulously drawing a smoothly shaded image or “drawing”
a smooth, dense 3D normal field. We thus propose the novel
problem of inverse toon shading and present a plausible algorithm. Every stage of our algorithm is important: diffuse-andproject alone produces smooth but high frequency artifacts
along isophotes. 2D arc-length-based interpolation is in accordance with the principle of minimum variation, but does
not account for foreshortening, that is handled by iterative
3D refinement, providing a reliable set of surface normals to
diffuse-and-project. The 3D normal fields we generate allows
designers to layer shapes like the Head in Figure 14, and
experiment with color, materials and lighting when creating
presentation renderings.
Our work has several limitations that we hope to address
in future work. In addition to the various simplifying assumptions made in Section 3, our proposed 2D arc-length-based
interpolation along isophotes requires that isophotes intersect the silhouette or other isophotes. Certain single-light
isophotes, such as on a severely tilted ellipse (Figure 9, row2),
are poorly approximated. Our isophote normal estimation algorithms sometimes require manual correction (red gauge
in Figure 4). Our approach outputs a 3D normal map rather
than a surface. Finally, we find that some people do not see
isophotes well, even though sketching isophotes is important
to drawing instruction [Edw99].

Figure 13: Artist creations using our interface.
ing) a single isophote is a stable operation that incrementally
affects the resulting normal field and generally produces the
desired result (Figure 10). Simple diffusion from silhouettes
as in Lumo [Joh02] does not provide designers with sufficient
control to model complex and structured objects (Figure 14
(extreme right)). For even finer control, designers can manually specify normals, such as on the Bunny’s belly, or the
Head’s eye socket (Figure 14).
User testers provided several suggestions to facilitate more
accurate user input. Our interface could provide a better visualization of discrete tone-shading by displaying the lightsphere widget with toon shading instead of Lambertian shadc The Eurographics Association 2015.

Despite these limitations, we believe that inverse toon shading, like cross-section drawing, can be a powerful technique
to bridge the gap between rapid 2D sketches and 3D presentation renderings.
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Bunny

Head

Vase

Pillow

Purse

(a) Toon-shaded input

(b) 3D normal field

(c) 3D rendering

(d) Silhouette diffusion

Figure 14: Artist creations using our interface. Our result (c) shows the control and detail of isophotes over simple silhouette
diffusion from (d).

c The Eurographics Association 2015.
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